You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SENNHEISER FLX 70. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the SENNHEISER FLX 70 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Over half a century of accumulated expertise in the design and manufacture of high-quality electroacoustic equipment have made Sennheiser a world-leading
company in this field. Please take a few moments to read these instructions carefully, as we want you to enjoy your new Sennheiser product quickly and to the
fullest. The FLX 70 has been manufactured according to the accepted rules of safety and current technology. However, there is still a danger of damage to
equipment if the following general safety instructions are not complied with. Keep these instructions in a location where they are accessible to all users at all
times. â· Always include the operating instructions when you pass the FLX 70 on to third parties. Intended use The FLX 70 is an accessory for mobile phones
or any Bluetooth compliant device with a "hands free" or a "headset" profile intended for wireless communication via Bluetooth in dry environments. It is
considered improper use when the FLX 70 is used Â· For any application not named in these instructions, Â· Under operating conditions that deviate from
those described in these instructions. to avoid damage to your hearing Â· Set a low volume setting before putting on the headset! @@Never insert the headset
without earbud! @@Do not insert the headset too far into the ear! @@ g. On roads or while carrying out manual work).
Keep away from children. @@Therefore, do not disassemble, heat above 40 Â°C (104 Â°F) or incinerate the rechargeable battery. â· Sennheiser
Communications is not liable for damages resulting from the loss of connection due to a run flat battery, an old battery or exceeding the transmitting range.
before operation Â· Use the FLX 70 in dry places only and keep liquids and small electrically conductive parts away from the FLX 70 and its connecting
sockets. Do not wear the headset when charging.
â· Sennheiser Communications is not liable for damages to USB devices that are not consistent with the USB specifications. â· The headset must be charged
either with the FLX 70 power supply (EU: 502310, UK: 502311, US: 502312), the FLX 70 car charger unit (502313) or a USB socket of a computer. Never
try to charge batteries other than the one in the FLX 70 headset with the FLX 70 power supply or the FLX 70 car charger unit. during operation Â· This
equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to
radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.
In extreme cases, rechargeable batteries may even present Â· Please understand that Sennheiser Communications does not accept liability for damage arising
from abuse or misuse. Do not heat above 40 Â°C (104 Â°F), e. g. Do not expose to sunlight or throw into a fire. Store the units/re-chargeable batteries in a
cool and dry place at room temperature (approx. Only charge rechargeable batteries with the appropriate Sennheiser Communications chargers. When not
using rechargeable batteries for extended periods of time, charge them regularly (every six months for about 1 hour). Only charge rechargeable batteries at
ambient temperatures between 10 Â°C and 40 Â°C. Do not charge the rechargeable battery if the unit is obviously defective. Return defective units or units
with defective rechargeable batteries to your specialist dealer.
FlexFitTM technology for perfect fit Closed speaker design, shutting out ambient noise Flexible and removable earhook for individual wearing comfort
Interchangeable left/right wearing ActiveGardTM protection against acoustic shocks Bluetooth 2. 0 devices that support the "hands free" or "headset" profile
Up to six hours talk time Up to 240 hours standby time Charging directly from USB Superior Sennheiser audio quality Extremely lightweight and comfortable
(13 grams) 1 FLX 70 Bluetooth headset with built-in rechargeable Li-polymer battery 2 Extra earbuds, sizes M and L (size S is already mounted) 1 Earhook 1
FLX 70 power supply 1 USB charging cable 1 Lanyard 1 Lanyard clip 1 Instruction manual Earbud (exchangeable) Â» socket for power supply Â¿ volume up
button Â´ volume down button Â² Â¶ Âº Â¾ Âµ Â¸ Switch the headset on or off enter pairing mode accept incoming call making a call reject an incoming call
redial voice dial end a call transfer a call from the mobile phone to the headset Â· Increase the speaker volume increase the ring tone volume un-mute the
microphone accept incoming call decrease the speaker volume decrease the ring tone volume un-mute the microphone accept incoming call Page 12 13 17 18
18 18 18 19 19 20 20 20 20 17 20 20 20 17 For the first charging allow 3 hours. Then switch on the headset (details on page 12) and pair it to your mobile
phone. For details and information on how to pair to another Bluetooth device see page 13. Put the headset on your ear. @@ later , 2Â½ hours suffice to fully
charge the battery. The headset cannot be used during the charging process. @@@@During charging, the LED Âº lights up red. When charging is complete,
the LED Âº lights up blue. @@@@@@ â· Less than 10 minutes of talk time are left.
Until the LED Âº lights up blue. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ the headset saves up to four pairing profiles. @@If this
mobile phone is not detected by the headset, you can manually connect it with one of the other three mobile phones (see the manual of the respective mobile
phone). If you insert the headset without earbud, your auditory canal can be harmed! Never insert the headset without earbud! You can wear the headset Â·
With the lanyard, with the earhook Â³ or with both Â· On the left or right ear Attaching the lanyard Use the lanyard to prevent the headset from coming off Â
especially when you do not use the earhook Â³! Pull the narrow loop of the lanyard through Pull the lanyard through the narrow loop. Exchanging the earbud
If the pre-mounted earbud (size S) does not fit your ear: Attaching and adapting the earhook Please note that the earhook Â³ has to be turned when changing
from the left to the right Â³ ear or vice versa.
That the earhook can be turned and inclined to fit comfortably on your ear. Perfectly on your ear. Make sure the headset is paired to your mobile phone (see
"Pairing the headset to mobile phones or other Bluetooth devices" on page 13). When you receive a call, a ring tone is heard in the speaker and the LED Âº
flashes blue quickly. To accept this call if the headset is already switched on: To accept the call if the headset is not Âº switched on: The headset is switched
on and the call is answered immediately without any further action, however, there might be a delay depending on the type of mobile phone you use.
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Put the headset on your ear. Mobile phone is ringing until a beep is heard in the speaker. the ring tone stops. Depending on the mobile phone settings, the
call is either rejected or transferred to a voice mailbox. Making a call Dial the number on your mobile phone as If your mobile phone automatically transfers
the call audio to the headset, a beep is heard in the speaker. If your mobile phone does not automatically transfer the call audio to the headset, you must press
a button on your mobile phone to transfer the call audio to the headset manually. The mobile phone redials the last dialled number automatically. Voice
dialling The voice dialling function must be supported by your mobile phone and be activated. After you hear a confirmation beep: Say the name of the other
party. The mobile phone dials the corresponding number automatically.
Press the hook button Â¶ or use your mobile phone to end the call. Transferring an ongoing call from the mobile phone to the headset Transferring a call
from the headset to the mobile phone See your mobile phone's manual on how to transfer the call audio From the headset to your mobile phone. If you leave
the transmitting range If the headset leaves the mobile phone's transmitting range during a call: Â· The sound quality deteriorates before the connection
finally breaks down. â· A beep is heard in the headset when the connection is lost. @@@@@@@@Â If you switch off the headset, the currentour specialist
dealer. In order to protect the environment, only dispose of exhausted batteries. Your Sennheiser Communications product was developed and manufactured
with high quality materials and components which can be recycled and/or reused. This symbol indicates that electrical and electronic equipment must be
disposed of separately from normal waste at the end of its operational lifetime. Please dispose of this product by bringing it to your local collection point or
recycling centre for such equipment. This will help to protect the environment in which we all live.
Afhankelijk van onze keuze in deze, omvat de garantie, de kostenloze reparatie van materiaalen productiefouten of het vervangen van complete onderdelen of
het complete apparaat. .
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